The nonspatial side of spatial neglect and related approaches to treatment.
In addition to deficits in spatial attention, individuals with persistent spatial neglect almost universally exhibit nonspatially lateralized deficits in sustained and selective attention, and working memory. However, nonspatially lateralized deficits in neglect have received considerably less attention in the literature than deficits in spatial attention. This is in spite of the fact that nonspatially lateralized deficits better predict the chronicity and functional disability associated with neglect than spatially lateralized deficits. Furthermore, only a few treatment studies have specifically targeted nonspatially lateralized deficits as a means to improve spatial neglect. In this chapter, we will briefly review several models of spatial attention bias in neglect before focusing on nonspatial deficits and the mechanisms of nonspatial-spatial interactions and implications for treatment. Treatment approaches that more completely address nonspatial deficits and better account for their interactions with spatial attention will likely produce better outcomes.